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We present a new method for proving existence results in shape optimization
problems involving the eigenvalues of the DirichletLaplace operator. This method
brings together the #-convergence theory and the concentration-compactness prin-
ciple. Given a sequence of open sets (An)n # N in RN , not necessarily bounded, but
of uniformly bounded measure, we prove a concentration-compactness result in
L(L2 (RN)) for the sequence of resolvent operators (RAn)n # N , where RAn : L
2 (RN)
 H 10(An), RAn=(&2)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to give a new method for proving existence
results for a class of shape optimization problems. This method brings
together the concentration-compactness principle and the #-convergence of
sets. When proving existence of an optimal domain which minimizes a
shape functional, written in a general form as
P(RN)$Uad % A  F(A) # R,
one often uses the direct method of the calculus of variations. There always
exists a minimizing sequence of domains, the difficulty being to construct
the optimum as limit (in some sense) of the minimizing sequence. Of
course, one should find a suitable topology with good compactness proper-
ties, for which the cost functional is lower semi continuous.
If the optimal domain is searched in a bounded region of RN , Buttazzo
and Dal Maso gave in [7] a method for proving the existence of a solution
for a large class of shape functionals depending on the eigenvalues of the
DirichletLaplacian. The purpose of this paper is to explain what happens
with a minimizing sequence if we are looking for global minimizers in RN .
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In particular, such a sequence may go to infinity, or may split into small
vanishing pieces, dense in RN . We give a concentration-compactness like
result describing the behavior of such a sequence of domains.
The concentration-compactness principle (see [16]) describes the
behavior in L2 (RN) of a bounded sequence [un]n # N of H1 (RN). More
precisely, three situations may occur for a subsequence: compactness (even-
tually making some translations), vanishing or dichotomy. Given a
sequence of open (or quasi open) sets [An]n # N of RN , with uniformly
bounded measure ( |An |c, for all n # N), a natural question is to see
whether all bounded sequences [un]n # N of H1 (RN), such that un belongs
to H 10(An) for every n # N, have the same behavior in L
2 (RN) with respect
to the concentration-compactness principle. This is particularly important
from the point of view of shape optimization problems. One can ask, for
example, if for a suitable sequence [ yn]n # NRN the injection
.
n # N
H 10( yn+An)/L
2 (RN) (1)
is compact, i.e., a bounded subset in n # N H 10( yn+An) for the H
1 (RN)-
norm is relatively compact in L2 (RN) (by yn+An , one denotes the transla-
tion of An by the vector yn).
A slightly different point of view on this question comes from the #-con-
vergence theory of sets. Following [3, 9], there exists a subsequence of
[An]n # N , still denoted with the same index, which #-converges to a
measure +, i.e., for any bounded open set 0, the sequence of functionals
Fn (u, 0)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+/H01(An & 0) (u)
1-converges to
F(u, 0)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+|
RN
u2 d++/H 01(0) (u)
in L2 (RN). For details on the 1-convergence theory (called also epi-con-
vergence) we refer to [2, 8, 18]. If one denotes by RAn the resolvent
operator of the Laplace equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions respectively by R+ the resolvent operator associated to the
measure + (see the exact definitions below and [3]), a consequence of the
#-convergence is the following pointwise convergence of the resolvent
operators:
\f # L2 (RN), RAn ( f ) ww
L2 (RN) R+ ( f ). (2)
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The #-convergence may or not involve the uniform convergence of the
resolvent operators; in Section 3 we prove that injection (1) is compact, if
and only if the convergence (2) is uniform in L2 (RN). This is for example
the case if all the sets [An]n # N are uniformly bounded, say contained in a
ball. We are particularly interested in the uniform convergence in L2 (RN)
of the resolvent operators when we are dealing with problems involving the
eigenvalues of the DirichletLaplace operator on the moving domain.
The main result of this paper is expressed as a concentration-compact-
ness theorem in L(L2 (RN)) for the sequence of resolvent operators
[RAn]n # N . As a consequence, we obtain that all bounded sequences
[un : un # H 10(An)]n # N have a ‘‘uniform’’ behavior in L
2 (RN), the same as
the sequence [RAn (1)]n # N .
More precisely, let [An]n # N be a sequence of open (or quasi open) sets
with |An |c. There exists a subsequence (still denoted with the same
index) such that one of the following two situations holds:
(a) there exists a sequence of vectors yn # RN and a positive Borel
measure +, vanishing on sets of zero capacity, such that yn+An #-con-
verges to the measure + and Ryn+An converges in the uniform operator
topology of L2 (RN) to the resolvent operator associated to the measure +;
(b) there exists a sequence of subsets A n An , such that &RAn&
RA n &2  0, and A n=A
1
n _ A
2
n with d(A
1
n , A
2
n)   and lim infn   |A
i
n |>0
for i=1, 2 (& }&
2
denotes the operator norm in L2 (RN), d(A1n , A
2
n) the
classical distance between the sets A1 and A2 and |A| the Lebesgue measure
of A).
We prove that situations (a) and (b) are corresponding to the compact-
ness-vanishing, and the dichotomy of [RAn (1)]n # N , respectively. As a con-
sequence, any bounded sequence [vn]n # NH1 (RN) with vn # H 10(An) has
the ‘‘same’’ behavior as [RAn (1)]n # N in the following sense: if case (a)
occurs, then [vn]n # N is relatively compact in L2 (RN), and therefore the
compact injection (1) holds; if case (b) occurs, then the sequence vn
‘‘dichotomizes’’, i.e., there exists a sequence v~ n # H 10 (A n) such that
&vn&v~ n &L2(An)  0 and lim infn   [&vn &H 01(An)&&v~ n&H 01(An)]0. Of course,
nothing can be said about the norms of v~ n | An1 and v~ n | An2 in L
2 (RN).
The main motivation of this paper comes from the shape optimization
field. In Section 4, we show how this result can be applied for proving
existence results for a class of shape optimization problems. The #-con-
vergence theory and the study of the resolvent operators were used in [7]
to prove the existence of a minimizer for the following shape optimization
problem on quasi open sets,
min[8(*1 (A), *2 (A)) : A quasi open, A0, |A|c], (3)
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where the function 8 is lower semicontinuous and increasing in both
variables. By *1 (A) and *2 (A) one denotes the first and the second eigen-
values of the DirichletLaplacian on the quasi open set A. If the set 0 is
open and bounded, 8 has at least one minimizer, but a priori this one
depends on the ‘‘design region’’ 0. We refer to [5] for an extension of this
result to functions 8 which are only lower semicontinuous.
It is a natural question to ask whether the functional A 
8(*1 (A), *2 (A)) has a global minimizer, i.e., to replace 0 by RN . There are
only few results in the literature where a global minimizer is found. The
minimizer is known for 81 (A)=*1 (A), 82 (A)=*2 (A) (see [17]) and
83 (A)=*1 (A)*2 (A) (see [1]). For 81 and 83 the optimum is the ball of
measure c, while for 82 is the union of two disjoint balls of measure c2 ; the
proof of these results is based on the direct comparison between an
admissible domain and the optimum, the rearrangements method being
one of the main tools.
In order to prove the existence of a global solution in RN for problem
(3), one can not use such techniques. The relaxation method of [7]
developed to unbounded sets has to be put together with the concentra-
tion-compactness result of this paper, since the compact injection
H1 (RN)/L2 (RN) fails, and the #-convergence (which is still compact)
does not yield the convergence of the operators RAn in the uniform
operator topology. When proving the existence of a global minimizer, the
minimizing sequence of domains may be either in the compactness situa-
tion, or it can be replaced by another minimizing sequence which has more
than one connected component. The analysis of these two situations may
lead to proving that problem (3) has a global solution. As an example, we
obtain the existence of global minimizers for functionals of the form
8(A)=:*1 (A)+;*2 (A), where :, ;>0 are given.
The result of this paper is applied in [6] for proving the existence of a
minimizer domain for the third eigenvalue of the DirichletLaplacian type
over quasi open sets of fixed measure. Some of the results of this paper
have been announced without proofs in [4].
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS AND PRELIMINARIES
The main results of the paper are contained in the following two
theorems. The first one proves that if RAn (1) converges strongly in L
2 (RN)
to some function, then any weakly convergent sequence un # H 1 (RN), such
that, un # H 10(An) is strongly convergent in L
2 (RN).
Theorem 2.1. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of open (or quasi open) sets
of uniformly bounded measure. If RAn (1) ww
L2(RN) w, then for any sequence
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[un]n # N such that un # H 10(An) and un www(
H1(RN) u we have un ww
L2(RN) u, i.e.,
injection (1) is compact.
The second theorem describes the behavior of the sequence of Sobolev
spaces through the resolvent operators.
Theorem 2.2. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of open (or quasi open) sets
of uniformly bounded measure. There exists a subsequence still denoted with
the same index such that one of the following situations occurs:
Compactness. There exists a sequence of vectors [ yn]n # NRN and a
positive Borel measure +, vanishing on sets of zero capacity, such that
yn+An #-converges to the measure + and Ryn+An converges in the uniform
operator topology of L2 (RN) to R+ .
Dichotomy. There exists a sequence of subsets A n An , such that
&RAn&RA n &2  0, and A n=A
1
n _ A
2
n
with d(A1n , A
2
n)   and lim infn   |A
i
n |>0 for i=1, 2.
If one compares this theorem with the concentration-compactness prin-
ciple for functions [16], the vanishing situation does not appear. If this
would be the case, we prove that RAn www
L(L2(RN ))
0. We recall some notations
and give some preliminary results.
The capacity of a set ERN is defined by
C(E )=inf {|RN |{u| 2+|u| 2 dx, u # UE= ,
where UE is the class of all functions u # H 1 (RN) such that u1 a.e. in a
neighborhood of E. We say that a property p(x) holds quasi everywhere on
E (shortly q.e. on E ) if the set of all points x # E for which p(x) does not
hold has capacity zero.
A set ARN is called quasi open if for every =>0 there exists an open
set G= such that A _ G= is open and C(G=)<=. It can be easily seen that for
any quasi open set there exists a decreasing sequence [An]n # N of open sets,
containing A, such that C(An"A)  0. A function u: RN [ R is said to be
quasi continuous if for all =>0 there exists an open set G= with C(G=)<=
such that u |RN "G= is continuous on R
N"G= (see [13, 21]). Any function
u # H 1 (RN) has a quasi continuous representative, u~ , such that u~ (x)=u(x)
a.e. All quasi continuous representative of u, are equal q.e. For a quasi
open set A, the Sobolev space H 10 (A) is defined as
H 10 (A)=[u # H
1 (RN) : u=0 q.e. on RN"A].
In this definition, the function u is supposed to be quasi continuous.
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Let A be a quasi open set of finite measure. Then the injection
H 10 (A)/L
2 (A) is compact and the constant of the Poincare inequality
depends only on the measure of A and the dimension of the space (see
[20]). By RA one denotes the resolvent operator of the Laplace equation
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. So RA : L2 (RN)  L2 (RN) and
RA ( f )=u where u is the weak variational solution of
{|A {u {, dx=|A f, dx \, # H
1
0 (A)
(4)
u # H 10 (A).
By + is denoted a positive Borel measure which vanishes on sets of zero
capacity; the family of all these measures is denoted M0 (R
N). In this paper,
we are working only with measures +, for which the set
A+={. A : A finely open, +(A)<=
is of finite Lebesgue measure. This set is also called the regular set of the
measure +. The resolvent operator associated to the measure + is
R+ : L2 (RN)  L2 (RN) and R+ ( f )=u where u is the weak variational solu-
tion of
{|RN {u {, dx+|RN u, d+=|A f, dx \, # H
1 (RN) & L2+ (R
N)
(5)
u # H1 (RN) & L2+ (R
N).
It is proved in [9] that M0 (R
N) is the closure by #-convergence of the
family of bounded quasi open sets. For a sequence of uniformly bounded
sets [An]n # N with RAn (1) ww
L2(RN) w, one can prove that An #-converges to
a measure + described uniquely in terms of w. The regular set of the
measure + differs of [w>0] by a set of capacity zero.
If [An]n # N is not anymore uniformly bounded, but of uniformly
bounded measure (say |An |c for all n # N), and if RAn (1) ww
L2(RN ) w, then
one can easily prove that the regular set of the measure + still coincides
with [w>0] (see the last section). From the a.e. pointwise convergence of
RAnk (1), one gets |[w>0]|lim infn   |An |<.
For unbounded domains, RA (1) does not have in general sense, since
1  H &1 (A). Nevertheless, for finite measure domains RA (1) is well defined.
For the simplicity, and to respect the usual notation, we set RA (1)=wA .
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The norm of a continuous linear operator T: X  Y is denoted
&T&L(X, Y ) . For 1<p<, if X=Y=L p (A), we simply write &T&p . By p$
is denoted the conjugate exponent of p given by 1p+
1
p$=1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2
In this section we prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The idea is to use the
concentration-compactness principle (see [11, 14, 16]) for the sequence of
functions [wAn]n # N and to study separately every case. Let us recall from
[16] the following
Concentration-compactness principle. Let [un]n # N be a bounded
sequence in H1 (RN) with RN u2n dx  *>0. There exists a subsequence
[nk]k # N satisfying one of the following three possibilities:
(i) (compactness) there exists yk # RN such that
\=>0, _R<, |
yk+B0, R
u2nk dx*&=; (6)
(ii) (vanishing)
lim
k  
sup
y # RN
|
y+B0, R
u2nk dx=0, for all R<; (7)
(iii) (dichotomy) there exists : # (0, *), there exists k01, u1k , u
2
k
bounded in H1 (RN) satisfying for kk0 ,
&unk&(u
1
k+u
2
k)&L2(RN )$(=)  0 for =  0
+ ,
} |RN (u1k)2 dx&: }= and } |RN (u2k)2 dx&(*&:)|=, (8)
dist(supp u1k , supp u
2
k)   for k  ,
lim inf
n   |RN [|{unk |
2&|{u1k |
2&|{u2k |
2] dx0.
In order to apply the concentration-compactness principle for the
sequence [wAn]n # N , we prove a lemma showing that this sequence is bounded
in H 1 (RN) by a constant depending only on |A|.
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Lemma 3.1. Let A be a quasi open set finite measure. There exists a
constant M which depends only on |A| such that
&wA &H1(RN )M.
Proof. Taking wA as test function in equation (4) for f #1 we get
A |{wA | 2 dx=A wA dx. Hence using the Poincare inequality with the
constant ; which depends only on |A| we get
&wA &2H1(RN );
2 |
A
|{wA |2 dx=;2 |
A
wA dx;2 |A|12 &wA &H1(RN) ,
concluding the proof. K
The key result to prove Theorem 2.1 is the following:
Lemma 3.2. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of quasi open sets of uniformly
bounded measure which #-converges to a measure +, and suppose that
wAn ww
L2(RN ) w. Then for any sequence vn # H 10 (An) such that vn www(
H1(RN ) v we
have
|
RN
vn dx  |
RN
v dx.
Proof. Let us denote by A the quasi open set [w>0]. Then
|
An
{wAn {vn dx=|
An
vn dx
and
|
A
{wA {v dx+|
A
wv d+=|
A
v dx.
We have the estimation
} |RN {wAn {vn dx&|A {wA {v dx+|A wv d+ }
 } |RN ({wAn&{w~ An) {vn dx }+ } |RN {w~ An {vn dx
&|
A
{wA {v dx&|
A
wv d+ }
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where w~ An denotes the solution of
{&2w~ An=1An & Aw~ An # H 10 (An). (9)
By 1-convergence arguments (see Remark 5.5 in the last section), we have
that w~ An converges weakly in H
1 (RN) to w. But
} |RN {w~ An {vn dx&|A {wA {v dx&|A wv d+ }
= } |RN 1An & A vn dx&|RN 1Av dx }
= } |RN 1Avn dx&|RN 1Av dx } 0.
On the other side
} |RN ({wAn&{w~ An) {vn dx }\|RN |{vn |2 dx+\|RN |{wAn&{w~ An | 2 dx+ .
It remains to prove that RN |{wAn&{w~ An |
2 dx  0, since the other term of
the product in the right hand side, is bounded. But
|
RN
|{wAn&{w~ An |
2 dx
=|
RN
|{wAn |
2 dx&2 |
RN
{wAn {w~ An dx+|
RN
|{w~ An |
2 dx
=|
RN
wAn dx&2 |
RN
w~ An dx+|
RN
w~ An 1A dx. (10)
Because wAn converges strongly in L
2 (RN) to w and since wAn are uniformly
bounded (from Lemma 3.1), we get RN wAn dx  RN w dx. Of course, we
used that |An | , |A|c. If we prove that w~ An converges strongly in L
2 (RN)
to w, we get that the expression in (10) goes to zero.
In order to prove the strong L2-convergence of w~ An to w, let us denote
by w~ rAn the weak solution of the problem
{&2w~
r
An
=1An & A & B0, r
w~ rAn # H
1
0 (An & B0, r).
(11)
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The maximum principle yields w~ Anw~
r
An
. But
|
RN
|w~ rAn |
2 dx  |
RN
|wr|2 dx,
where by wr we denote the solution of
{&2w
r++wr=1A & B0, r
w~ r # H 10 (B0, r) & L
2
+ (B0, r).
(12)
Hence
lim inf
n   |RN |w~ An |
2 dx|
RN
|wr| 2 dx.
Making r   and using the continuity of the mapping wr  w strongly in
L2 (RN) we get
lim sup
n   |RN |w~ An |
2 dx|
RN
w2 dx.
On the other side wAnw~ An0, wAn ww
L2(RN ) w hence
lim
n   |RN |w~ An |
2 dx=|
RN
w2 dx,
which gives w~ An ww
L2(RN) w. K
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us suppose un # H 10 (An) and un www(
H1(RN ) u.
We prove that &un&u&L2(RN )  0, for n  . Performing the Fourier trans-
form, we have
&un&u&2L2(RN )=|
RN
|un ( y)&u( y)@| 2 dy
=|
| y|>R
(1+| y|2)&1 (1+| y| 2) |un ( y)&u( y)@ |2 dy
+|
| y| >R
|un ( y)&u( y)@|2 dy

1
1+R2
&un&u&2H1(RN)+|
| y| >R
|un ( y)&u( y)@|2 dy.
Let us fix =>0. Since the sequence [un]n # N is bounded in H 1 (RN), there
exists R>0, such that (1(1+R2)) &un&u&2H1(RN )=2 for any n # N. With
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a fixed R, it remains to prove the existence of n=n(R, =) # N such that for
all nn(R, =) we have
|
| y|>R
|un ( y)&u( y)@ |2 dy
=
2
.
In fact, it is sufficient to prove that  | y|<R |un ( y)&u( y)@| 2 dy  0, for which
we use the Lebesgue dominate convergence theorem. Fix y # B0, R . We con-
sider the function gy (x)=e2i?(x, y) . Since un # H 10 (An) and |An |c we
have un g # H 10 (A
n). By definition, we have
u^n ( y)=|
An
un (x) gy (x) dx
and
u^( y)=|
A
u(x) gy (x) dx.
Therefore |u^n ( y)&u^( y)|  0, if we prove that
|
An
un (x) gy (x) dx  |
A
u(x) gy (x) dx. (13)
On the other hand, we have ungy www(
H1(RN ) ugy . This does not imply relation
(13) immediately, since 1  L2 (RN), but is a consequence of Lemma 3.2.
Hence applying the Lebesgue dominate convergence theorem in B0, R we
conclude the proof. K
So let [An]n # N be a sequence of open (or quasi open and non
necessarily bounded) sets in RN of uniformly bounded measure (say
|An |c). In order to prove Theorem 2.2, we apply the concentration-com-
pactness principle to the sequence [wAn]n # N which is bounded in H
1 (RN).
Without loosing the generality, we can suppose that RN w2An dx  *0. We
study separately each situation. The compactness and the vanishing cases
will give uniform convergence for the sequence of operators [RAn]n # N ,
while dichotomy of [wAn]n # N will give a dichotomy like behavior for
[RAn]n # N .
3.1. Compactness
Let us suppose that for a subsequence (still denoted with the same index)
and some translations (again we renote yn+An by An) we have the
L2-strong convergence of the sequence [wAn]n # N . Following #-convergence
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arguments (see Remark 5.6 of the final section), if wAn ww
L2(RN) w, then An
#-converges to a measure + and w=w+ . Moreover, we have the following.
Proposition 3.3. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of quasi open sets of
uniformly bounded measure and suppose that wAn ww
L2(RN ) w. Then RAn con-
verges in L(L2 (RN)) to R+ .
Proof. We have to prove that
lim
n  
sup
& f &L2(RN )1
&RAn ( f )&R+ ( f )&L 2(RN )=0.
This is equivalent to
lim
n  
&RAn ( fn)&R+ ( fn)&L2(RN)=0,
where & fn &L2(RN )1. It is sufficient to consider a subsequence denoted with
the same index which weakly converges in L2 (RN) to a function f. Hence
lim sup
n  
&RAn ( fn)&R+( fn)&L2(RN )
=lim sup
n  
&RAn ( fn)&R+ ( f )+R+ ( f )&R+ ( fn)&L 2(RN)
lim sup
n  
&RAn ( fn)&R+ ( f )&L 2(RN )+lim supn  
&R+ ( f )&R+ fn&L 2(RN) .
But, from Remarks 5.6 and 5.5 of the final section, we have
RAn ( fn) www(
H 1(RN) R+ ( f ). Applying Theorem 2.1, this convergence is strong
in L2 (RN). On the other side, R+ ( fn) www(
H1(RN ) R+ ( f ). Denoting again by A
the regular set of the measure + (we have |A|c), the compact injection
H 10 (A)/L
2 (A) proves that this convergence is also strong in L2 (RN). K
Corollary 3.4. Under the previous hypotheses, we have *k (An) 
*k (+), where by *k (An) is denoted the kth eigenvalue computed with its
multiplicity of the Laplacian in H 10 (An).
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma XI.9.5 of [10].
3.2. Vanishing
Let us suppose that [wAn]n # N is in the vanishing case, i.e. for all R>0
lim
n  
sup
y # Rn
|
By , R
w2An dx=0. (14)
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We prove that *1 (An)   and hence any H1 (RN)-bounded sequence of
elements un # H 10 (An) converges strongly in L
2 (RN) to 0. This comes from
the inequality &un&L 2(An)(1(*1 (An)) &{un&L 2(An , RN) . Particularly this will
be the case of wAn , hence we find from the previous sub section that RAn
converges to 0 in L(L2 (RN)).
Proposition 3.5. Let us suppose that wAn www(
H 1(RN ) w such that (14)
holds. Then *1 (An)   and &RAn &2  0.
Proof. We use a result of Lieb from [15], namely that for any =>0,
there exists some R>0 and yn # RN such that
*1 (An & Byn , R)*1 (An)+=. (15)
The maximum principle yields wAnwAn & Byn , R0, hence relation (14)
gives
lim
n   |An & Byn , R w
2
An & Byn , R
dx=0.
Translating An by the vector &yn , we can suppose (eventually extracting
a subsequence, still denoted with the same index), that the sequence of sets
(&yn+An) & B0, R #-converges to the empty set, which implies
*1 ((&yn+An) & B0, R)  .
Hence, relation (15) gives that *1 (An)   (see for example [7]). Then
wAn ww
L2(RN )
0 and from Proposition 3.3 we get RAn www
L(L 2(RN))
0.
3.3. Dichotomy
Supposing that [wAn]n # N is in the dichotomy case, by a diagonal proce-
dure we find a subsequence (still denoted with the same index) such that
there exists :>0 and u1n , u
2
n # H
1 (RN) with
&wAn&(u
1
n+u
2
n)&L 2(RN )  0, (16)
|
RN
(u1n)
2 dx  : and |
RN
(u2n)
2 dx  *&:, (17)
dist(supp u1n , supp u
2
n)  , (18)
lim inf
n   |RN [ |{wAn |
2&|{u1n |
2&|{u2n |
2] dx0. (19)
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It is easy to see that u1n , u
2
n can be chosen positive, and belonging to
H 10 (An) (see the construction of u
1
n , u
2
n in [16]). We define
A n=A1n _ A
2
n , where A
1
n=[u
1
n>0] and A
2
n=[u
2
n>0],
which is a quasi open set contained in An . We prove first that
&wAn&wA n &H1(RN )  0. (20)
Remark that wA n=PH01(A n)wAn , where PH01(A n) denotes the orthogonal
projection from H 10 (An) onto H
1
0 (A n). Then
|
RN
|{wAn&{wA n |
2 dx
|
RN
|{wAn&{u
1
n&{u
2
n |
2 dx
=|
RN
|{wAn |
2 dx&2 |
RN
{wAn {(u
1
n+u
2
n) dx+|
RN
|{(u1n+u
2
n)|
2 dx
=|
RN
wAn dx&2 |
RN
(u1n+u
2
n) dx+|
RN
|{(u1n+u
2
n)|
2 dx
=2 \|RN wAn dx&|RN (u1n+u2n) dx+
+|
RN
|{(u1n+u
2
n)|
2 dx&|
RN
|{wAn |
2 dx.
But
0 lim
n   } |RN wAn dx&|RN (u1n+u2n) dx }
 lim
n  
|An | 12 &wAn&(u
1
n+u
2
n)&L 2(An)=0
and
lim sup
n   _|RN |{(u1n+u2n)| 2 dx&|RN |{wAn |2 dx&0
hence relation (20) follows by the Poincare inequality.
The next lemma contains an important result which establishes a relation
between the norm of the difference of two resolvents and the norm of
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the difference of the particular solutions with the right hand side equal
to 1.
Lemma 3.6. Let A A be two quasi open sets in RN of finite measure.
There exist two constants K, : depending only on the measure of A and the
dimension of the space, such that
&RA&RA &2K &wA&wA &
:
L 2(RN) . (21)
Proof. We use in the proof of this lemma some regularity results for
RA ( f ). We refer to [12] for details concerning the global L-estimation of
RA ( f ) in terms of f (see also [19]). Even the formulation we find in [12,
Theorem 8.16] is for open sets, the extension to quasi open is immediate.
For p> N2 we have
&RA ( f )&L C( p, N, |A| ) & f &Lp . (22)
For N=2, 3, taking p=2 the proof of inequality (21) is quite immediate,
using the fact that RA and RA are self-adjoints in L2 (A). For N>3 an
interpolation argument has to be used.
Let us fix p> N2 , N4. For any f # L
p (A) with f0, relation (22), the
maximum principle and the Ho lder inequality give
|
A
|(RA&RA )( f )| p dx
|(RA&RA )( f )| p&1L |
A
(RA&RA )( f ) dx
C( p, N, |A| ) & f & p&1L p |
A
f (RA&RA )(1) dx
C( p, N, |A| ) & f & pL p &(RA&RA )(1)&L p$ .
Hence
&RA&RA &p2[C( p, N, |A| )]
1p &(RA&RA )(1)&1pL p$ .
Denoting by R*A , R*A the adjoint operators of RA respectively RA , we have
R*A&R*A : L
p$ (A)  L p$ (A)
and
&R*A&R*A &p$2[C( p, N, |A| )]
1p &(RA&RA )(1)&1pL p$ .
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Since both RA and RA are self-adjoints on L2 (A), keeping the same
notations for RA , RA and their extensions on L p$ (A), we get
RA&RA : L p$ (A)  L p$ (A) and
&RA&RA &p$2[C( p, N, |A| )]1p &(RA&RA )(1)&1pL p$ .
Using the RieszThorin interpolation theorem, we get
&RA&RA &22[C( p, N, |A| )]
1p &(RA&RA )(1)&1pL p$ .
Since 1<p$<2 we have
&(RA&RA )(1)&1pLp$ &(RA&RA )(1)&
1p
L 2 |A|
(2& p$)pp$
which concludes the proof. K
Relation (20) and Lemma 3.6 yield the following.
Proposition 3.7. If relations (16)(19) hold, then
&RAn&RA n &2  0 for n  .
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.6 for the sequence A n An . K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. It is a consequence of Propositions 3.3, 3.5, and
3.7. K
Remark 3.8. From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it is clear that if the compact-
ness case occurs, for any sequence vn # H 10 (An) such that vn www(
H1(RN ) v we
have vn ww
L 2(RN ) v. If the dichotomy case occurs, we prove that any sequence
vn www(
H 1(RN) v ‘‘dichotomizes,’’ in the sense that there exist a sequence
v~ n # H 10 (A n) such that
lim
n   |An (vn&v~ n)
2 dx=0 (23)
and
lim inf
n   |An [|{vn |
2&|{ vn |2] dx0. (24)
Of course, nothing can be said on the L2-norm of v~ n | An1 and v~ n | An2 .
Indeed, let us prove (23)(24) in the dichotomy case. We have that
RA&RA # L(L2 (A), H 10 (A))
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and by a simple computation
&RA&RA &L(L 2(A), H01(A))2 - &RA&RA &2 . (25)
First, for a positive function f # L2 (A) we have
|
A
|{(RA&RA )( f )|2 dx=|
A
f (RA&RA )( f ) dx& f &2L2(A) &RA&RA &2 .
Taking an arbitrary f # L2 (A) and decomposing it in f =f +& f & we get
(25).
Hence (RA&RA )* # L(H&1 (A), L2 (A)), and since RA&RA is self-
adjoint in L2 (A), still denoting RA&RA its extension on H &1 (A) we can
write
&RA&RA &L(H &1(A), L 2(A))2 - &RA&RA &2 . (26)
Consider an arbitrary sequence vn # H 10 (An), such that vn www(
H 1(RN) v.
Taking fn=&2vn # H&1 (An) we get
&RAn ( fn)&RA n ( fn)&L 2(An)=&vn&PH01(A n) vn&L 2(An) .
Since & fn&H &1(An) is bounded, relation (26) written for An and A n gives
&vn&PH01(A n)vn&L 2(An)  0.
Denoting v~ n=PH01(A n) vn # H
1
0 (A n) we conclude the proof, since relation
(24) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the projector’s norm is
equal to 1.
An important consequence of Proposition 3.7 is the following.
Corollary 3.9. If relations (16)(19) hold, then for any k # N* we have
} 1*k (An)&
1
*k (A n) } 0 for n  .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.7 and Corollary XI.9.4 of [10]. K
Remark 3.10. Let us suppose that a sequence of quasi open sets of
uniformly bounded measure [An]n # N #-converges to a measure +. If
injection (1) is compact, then we proved that RAn converges in L(L
2 (RN))
to R+ . The converse is also true. Indeed, let us suppose that RAn converges in
L(L2 (RN)) to some operator R. Since by hypothesis An #-converges to +,
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we immediately have R=R+ and the regular set of the measure + has also
finite Lebesgue measure. We have
&RAn (max[/An , /A+])&RA+ (max[/An , /A+])&L2(RN)
&RAn&RA+ &L(L2(RN )) &max[/An , /A+]&L2(RN )
hence it vanishes as n  . This means that wAn converges strongly in
L2 (RN), hence Proposition 3.3 can be applied.
4. APPLICATION: GLOBAL MINIMIZERS FOR SHAPE
FUNCTIONALS DEPENDING ON (*1 (A), *2 (A))
In this section we give an example showing how some shape optimiza-
tion problems for eigenvalues with unbounded design region can be treated
using Theorem 2.2.
In [7], is proved the existence of an optimal quasi open set solving the
following shape optimization problem,
min[8(*1 (A), *2 (A)) : A quasi open, A0, |A|c], (27)
where 0 is a bounded open set, and 8: R2+  R is a lower semi-continuous
function, increasing in each variable. A typical example could be
8(*1 , *2)=:*1+;*2 , where :, ;>0 are fixed. Supposing that [An]n # N is
the minimizing sequence, since 8 is increasing and l.s.c., it suffices to con-
struct a set A such that |A|c and *i (A)limn   *i (An) for i=1, 2.
The idea of the proof relies on the #-convergence theory. Supposing
moreover that the minimizing sequence An #-converges to a measure +, the
only point where the boundedness of the domain 0 is used in [7], con-
cerns the L(L2 (RN))-compactness of the family of resolvent operators,
more precisely the convergence of the spectrum on An towards the spec-
trum on + (like in Corollary 3.4), which is a consequence of the compact
embedding of H 10 (0) in L
2 (0). The results of this paper, allow us to drop
the constraint on the boundedness of the design region. The next lemma is
sufficient to prove that problem (27) has a solution for increasing func-
tionals 8 and 0=RN.
Lemma 4.1. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of quasi open sets of RN such
that |An |c and *1 (An)  x, *2 (An)  y for n  . Then, there exists at
least one quasi open set A, with |A|c such that *1 (A)x and *2 (A) y.
Proof. Let consider a sequence of quasi open sets [An]n # N with
|An |c and *1 (An)  x, *2 (An)  y. For the sequence [An]n # N , we apply
Theorem 2.2 and two situations can occur: compactness or dichotomy.
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Suppose that there exists a subsequence (still denoted with the same
index), a sequence of translations and a measure + # M0 (RN), such that
Ryn+An www
L(L2(RN )) R+ .
From Corollary 3.4 we get *k (An)  *k (+) for k=1, 2. Taking A the
regular set of the measure +, we obtain that *k (A)*k (+) for k=1, 2, and
|A|c, i.e. A satisfies all the requirements.
Let us suppose now that dichotomy occurs, i.e. there exists a sub-
sequence (still denoted with the same index) and two sequences of quasi
open sets A1n , A
2
n as in Theorem 2.2. Following Corollary 3.9, we get
*1 (A1n _ A
2
n)  x, *2 (A
1
n _ A
2
n)  y
for n  . Since A1n and A
2
n are disjoints, there are two possibilities regard-
ing the distribution of the *1 (An), *2 (An) on A1n and A
2
n .
If *1 (An)=*1 (A1n) and *2 (An)=*1 (A
2
n), by Schwartz rearrangements we
get the existence of two disjoint balls B1n and B
2
n such that |B
1
n |+ |B
2
n |c
and *k (B1n _ B
2
n)*k (An) for k=1, 2. There exists a subsequence such that
B1nk _ B
2
nk
#-converges to the union of two disjoint balls B1 _ B2 (eventually
translating the centers of B1nk or B
2
nk
). The set B1 _ B2 satisfies then all the
requirements.
If *k (An)=*k (A1n) for k=1, 2, using Theorem 2.2 we get lim infn   |A
2
n|
>0. Then for n large enough there exists a dilation of A1n of ratio t and
with respect to the origin, denoted tA1n such that *1 (tA
1
n)x, *2 (tA
1
n) y.
Then we choose the set tA1n . K
We can now formulate the following.
Theorem 4.2. Let 8 be an increasing lower semicontinuous functional in
both variables. Then problem (27) has at least one solution for 0=RN.
Proof. Let us consider a minimizing sequence [An]n # N , such that
*1 (An)  x, *2 (An)  y for n  , and x, y # R _ []. Since 8 is increas-
ing in both variables, we get x, y< and we apply Lemma 4.1. The set
A constructed by this lemma is a minimizer for 8.
The case of functionals 8 which are not necessarily monotonous (but
still lower semicontinuous), on bounded design regions 0, was treated in
[5]. If [An]n # N is the minimizing sequence for the functional 8 which
#-converges to a measure +, the question is to construct a quasi open set
A with |A|c and *i (A)=limn   *i (An) for i=1, 2. In this point, one
can remark that the construction of the set A is much more difficult that
for increasing functionals, since we must have *i (A)=*i (+) for i=1, 2. If
0 is bounded, the set A can be constructed applying some transformations
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to A+ (see [5]). The key argument is the existence of some #-continuous
homotopies which keep constant either the first, or the second eigenvalue.
Therefore the extension of problem (27) to arbitrary functionals should be
done using the result of Lemma 4.1 and the transformations of [5] adapted
to unbounded sets.
5. APPENDIX
The #-Convergence for Unbounded Domains
We recall in this section some results on the #-convergence of unbounded
domains. Given a sequence of open sets An RN, from Dal Maso and
Mosco [9] (see also [3]) there exists a subsequence (still denoted with the
same index) such that An #-converges to a measure + # M0 (RN), i.e., for any
bounded open set 0, the sequence of functionals
Fn (u, 0)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+/H01(An & 0) (u)
1-converges to
F(u, 0)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+|
RN
u2 d++/H01(0) (u),
where /H01(An & 0) (u)=0 if u # H
1
0 (An & 0) and  if not. Let us denote
Fn (u)=RN |{u| 2 dx+/H01(An) (u) and F(u)=RN |{u|
2 dx+u2 d+.
Up to the end of this section, we suppose that [An]n # N is a sequence of
quasi open sets of uniformly bounded measure.
Lemma 5.1. Let us suppose that An #-converges to +. Then for any
sequence un www(
L2(RN) u we have F(u)lim infn   Fn (un).
Proof. Let un www(
L2(RN) u, and lim infn   Fn (un)<. We have then
(after a renotation of the indices) un # H 10 (An) and RN |{un |
2 dxM.
Moreover, we have un www(
H 1(RN) u.
Consider some function \R # C0 (R
N), \R=1 on B0, R , \R=0 on
RN"B0, 2R . Then \R un www(
H 1(RN ) \Ru, the convergence being strong in
L2 (RN) (from the compact injection H 10 (B0, 2R)/L
2 (RN)).
Taking 0=B0, 2R , the 1-convergence definition gives
lim inf
n   |RN |{\Run |
2 dx|
RN
|{\R u|2 dx+| |\Ru|2 d+
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or
lim inf
n   _|RN |{un |2 \2R+|\Run |2 dx
+2 |
RN
{un {\Run\R dx+|
RN
|{\R | 2 u2n dx]
=lim inf
n   |RN |{un |
2 \2R+|\R un |
2 dx
+2 |
RN
{u {\Ru\R dx+|
RN
|{\R |2 u2 dx,
which by hypothesis is greater or equal than
|
RN
|{u| 2 \2R+2 |
RN
{u{\R u\R dx+|
RN
|{\R |2 u2 dx+|
RN
\2R u
2 d+.
Hence
lim inf
n   |RN |{un |
2 \2R+|\R un |
2 dx|
RN
|{u|2 \2R dx+|
RN
\2R u
2 d+.
Making R  , we immediately get
lim inf
n   |RN |{un |
2+|un |2 dx|
RN
|{u| 2 dx+|
RN
u2 d+.
Lemma 5.2. Let us suppose that An #-converges to +. Then, for all
u # L2 (RN) such that F(u)<, there exists a sequence un # L2 (RN) strongly
convergent in L2 (RN) to u such that Fn (un)  F(u).
Proof. Let us consider u # L2 (RN) with F(u)<. The sequence \R u
converges in L2 (RN) to u for R  . Moreover F(\R u)  F(u). Indeed,
F(\Ru)=|
RN
|{\R u|2 dx+|
RN
|\R u|2 d+
=|
RN
|{u|2 \2R dx+2 |
RN
{u {\R u\R dx
+|
RN
|{\R |2 u2 dx+|
RN
|\Ru| 2 d+.
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Making R  , from the Lebesgue dominate convergence theorem, we
have
|
RN
|{u| 2 \2R dx  |
RN
|{u|2 dx and |
RN
|\R u|2 d+  |
RN
u2 d+.
The functions \R can be chosen such that &{\R &L(RN )  0 (for example
\R (x)=\1 ( xR)). Then
|
RN
{u {\Ru\R dx  0 and |
RN
|{\R |2 u2 dx  0 for R  .
But, for all R>0 there exists a sequence uRn ww
L2(RN ) \R u such that
Fn (uRn )=Fn (u
R
n , B0, 2R)  F(\R u, B0, 2R)=F(\R u). Then by a diagonal
construction we find a sequence [un]n # N such that un ww
L2(RN ) u and
Fn (un)  F(u).
Proposition 5.3. Let us suppose that An #-converges to +. Then Fn ( } )
1-converges to F( } ) both in L2 (RN)-strong and in L2 (RN)-weak.
Proof. One has to verify the two conditions of the 1-convergence.
These follow directly from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. K
Theorem 5.4. Let us suppose that An is a sequence of quasi open sets of
uniformly bounded measure which #-converges to +, and moreover
wAn ww
L2(RN ) w. Denoting A=[w>0], the sequence of functionals
Gn (u)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+/H01(An) (u)&|
An
u dx
1-converges in L2 (RN)-strongly to
G(u)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+|
RN
u2 d+&|
A
u dx.
Moreover, w is a minimizer for G.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.3 and
of the following fact: let un # H 10 (An) such that un ww
L2(RN) u. Then
An un dx  A u dx. Indeed, we remark firstly that |A|lim infn   |An |.
This follows from the pointwise convergence a.e. of a subsequence of wAn
to w. Second, we have A=A+ (up to a set of zero capacity), where A+ is
the regular set of the measure +, i.e., the union of all finely open sets of
finite + measure. Indeed, from the previous proposition we have that
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w # L2+ (R
N), hence [w>0]A+ . On the other side, for any bounded set D,
we have that A+ & D coincides with the set [wD>0], where wD is the weak
H1 (RN) limit of the sequence wAn & D . By the maximum principle we have
0wAn & DwAn , hence [wD>0][w>0]. Since this is true for any
bounded set D, we get A+ [w>0]. Hence u # H 10 (A).
Moreover,
} |An un dx&|A u dx }|An |un&u| dx
|An _ A|12 \|An |un&u|
2 dx+
12
 0. K
Since wAn ww
L2(RN) w, it is clear that w is the minimizer of G, hence it
satisfies the equation
&2w++w=1 in H1 (RN) & L2+ (R
N).
Remark 5.5. If An is a sequence of quasi open sets of uniformly
bounded measure which #-converges to +, denoting A=[w>0] the
sequence of functionals
Hn (u)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+/H01(An) (u)&|
A
u dx
1-converges in L2 (RN)-weak to
H(u)=|
RN
|{u|2 dx+|
RN
u2 d+&|
A
u dx.
This follows from Proposition 5.3 and the continuity of the mapping
u  A u dx in L2 (RN)-weak. Therefore the minimizer of Hn denoted w~ An
converges weakly in L2 (RN) to w.
Remark 5.6. Like in the uniform bounded case, if [An]n # N is a
sequence of uniform bounded measure sets, such that wAn www(
L2(RN) w, then
An #-converges to a measure + and w=w+ .
Indeed, since for a subsequence there exists a measure + such that Ank
#-converges to +, we get from Proposition 5.3 that FAnk 1-converges in
L2-weak to F+ , hence w is a minimizer for F+ . We get w=w+ , and from
the uniqueness of the measure + satisfying this equality, we get that the
entire sequence #-converges to +.
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